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B&D TECHNOLOGIES NAMED MEMBER OF THE YEAR  

BY AFFILIATED DISTRIBUTORS 
 

Nominated by industry suppliers, the distinctive award underscores B&D’s commitment to excellence in 
teamwork, continued growth and product offerings. 

 
Macon, GA (March 13, 2018) – B&D Technologies recently received the distinction of being awarded Affiliated Distributor’s (AD) 2017 

Member of the Year.  Announced at the association’s annual winter meeting, B&D Technologies was noted by suppliers as presenting 

a high degree of professionalism throughout the company, achieving the highest percentage of growth from top 10 volume members, 

following through on the commitment to sales conversion and being a great company to work with.  

 

“It is a real honor to win AD’s Member of the Year award.  This is quite a surprise and the fact that it was voted on by our great AD 

suppliers makes the honor even greater.  AD is very important to B&D’s future growth as well as the overall health of the independent 

channel,” said Ben Nations, vice president at B&D Industrial. “AD is a first class organization with first class suppliers— suppliers who 

truly listen to what is important to independents.  We thank the AD suppliers for this award and their continued support!” 

 

“We are pleased to recognize B&D Technologies as the Member of the Year, as voted by suppliers. The suppliers named B&D 

Technologies as a great company to work with and their team personifies the AD mantra of ‘Together, we win.’ Congratulations to 

B&D Technologies,” said Bill Childers, VP/managing director at Affiliated Distributors. 

 

Photo available upon request. 

 

About B&D Technologies: 

B&D Technologies, a division of B&D Industrial, is an independent distributor with long-standing ties to leading vendors and suppliers across the globe, as well as a 

certified ABB Authorized Value Provider. We have over 20 branches, three testing labs and two expansive distribution centers. B&D Technologies’ core offerings focus 

on custom application and mechanical solutions for industrial customers that support automation, electric motor control, fluid power, material handling and mechanical 

power transmission lines. For more information, visit www.BDTechnologiesUSA.com. 
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